The History of Karate

SRKA Course 28th March 2009

What do you already know?

?

Seiken Ryu Karate Association

From:
Seiken – Forefist (front two knuckles)
Ryu – School

When was SRKA formed?
• Founded in 1975 in Tottington, Greater
Manchester (We still have a class
there!)
• Founded by Soke Steve Yates (the son
of a miner in Clifton, Nr Swinton
Manchester)
• Soke Steve trained under many leading
martial artists including: Kimura Sensei,
Sofue Sensei, Toyoshima Sensei,
Peter Consterdine, Denis Casey, Kirby
J. Watson, Henri Robert Vilaire, Tommy
Kwan & John Bolwell

Soke Steve Yates
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Originally studied Shotokan
Sports Coach
7th Dan Shukokai
5th Dan Aiki Ju Jitsu
Krypton factor
Busman’s Holiday
Practice the way you want to
perform

Shukokai

修交会
The word shukokai is sometimes
translated as "way for all" and
although this may have been the
founder’s, Sensei Tani's, ethos it
actually means "the study of change",

Karate -do
The “way of the empty hand”
空手道 : Karate-do
From 空手 : Empty hand
[originally 唐手 :“Chinese
hand” or “Tang fist” ]
道 : Way

Where does karate come from?
• Developed in Okinawa in the Ryukyu
Islands in 18th & 19th Century

Bodhidharma / Daruma
• Indian Prince turned Buddhist
monk
• Invited to China by the
emperor Wu of the Liang
dynasty (about A.D. 520) and
travelled there to found what
became Zen Buddhism
• He was from the Kshatriya
warrior cast and had been
trained in the art of
Vajramushti (Diamond Fist)
• He put together a series of
exercises (Shih Pa Lo Han
Sho) which became Chuan Fa

Bodhidharma
•
•
•
•

Meditated for 9 years
One night he was falling asleep
Cut off eyelids and threw them away
A few days later the eyelids began
to sprout
• The sprout became tea
• Bodhidharma was meditating on a
mountain called T’a – that's why it’s
called tea
• When you drink tea something of
Bodhidharma enters you and you
cannot fall asleep

Chuan Fa/Kenpo/KungFu
• Spread throughout China
• Many forms and styles
developed
• The main styles were:
 Monk fist (from Bodhidharma’s
original 18 exercises)
 The Shaolin Five Animal
System (Wu X'ing Q'uan)
 The Fukien Shaolin Hakutsuru
Style, or White Crane

White Crane Style

• Probably the main style in Southern China
• Developed by Chi-Niang Fang in late 1600s
• Developed in Fukien province of China (nearest
province to Okinawa)

White Crane
• The principle of ‘revolving force’ is
important
• This means using the opponents
force against him or her is essential
• Feints are used to deceive the
opponent into a vulnerable
possition
• Vital point attacks are taught using
hands that resemble a crane’s beak
• The arm techniques, both long and
short, are circular, stances are solid
and footwork uses short steps

Vital Points
• Acupuncture has forbidden
vital points
• If these are struck squeezed
an opponent can be
overcome with minimal
force
• Zang Sanfeng introduced
these into Chinese martial
arts in 14th Century

Chi-Niang Fang
• Father killed by a gang
(despite being Shaolin
Chuan fa Master)
• Crane landed
• Attacked with pole
• Agile wings and feet –
counter attack with beak
• Graceful and relaxed,
evade and counter
• Chi-Nang Fang based
her chuan fa style on
this

A bit of History you need to know!
• In 1372 Chinese Emperor
Hong Wu established a
tributary alliance with
Okinawa’s most powerful
kingdom
• By 1393 a Chinese mission
(now referred to as the 36
families) was established in
Naha (the main port) to teach
Chinese culture
• It is thought they also brought
Chuan fa to Okinawa

And a bit more Okinawan history!
• During the reign of King
Shoshin (1477-1526) the
possession of any and all
weapons was forbidden
• This gave a tremendous
impetus to the development
of unarmed combat
• The unarmed combat that
developed was the native
“Te” (martial art of the hand)
and a developing Okinawan
version of Chuan fa (Tode)

Satsuma Invasion
• The Japanese Shogun
Ieyasu Tokugawa sent
3000 soldiers to
successfully conquer the
Ryukyu Islands in 1609
• The king abdicated and the
islands became part of the
Japanese Empire
• He reinstituted the weapons
ban only allowing his
Japanese Samurai to carry
arms on the islands

Military Occupation of Okinawa
• For the next 270 years Okinawa was
under military occupation by the
Japanese Satsuma Samurai
• The Pechin (the native samurai) ran
civil administration and law
enforcement from the beginning of the
1500s
• During the occupation some travelled
to Satsuma and learned the Satsuma
Samurai’s fighting arts
• One of these was Sokon “Bushi”
Matsumura

Satunushi ”Tode” Sakugawa

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Satunushi ”Tode” Sakugawa was born in 1733.
When he was a teenager his father was beaten to death by drunken bullies so Sakugawa
found a monk to teach him “tode”
The monk worked in the Royal Shuri Castle as a map-maker (and possibly a bodyguard)
Sakugawa became his apprentice and eventually became a royal bodyguard also studying
White Crane from another teacher
Developed the Dojo system of teaching rather than individual tutoring/mentoring
At the age of 78 Sakugawa was introduced to a troubled 14-year-old who became his
student until Sakaugawa died in 1815 – the student was Sokon “Bushi” Matsumura
(considered to be the “great-grandfather” of the Shuri Karate movement)
Credited these kata: Kusanku & Hakutsura or White Crane Kata

More on Sakugawa
• Sakugawa’s father’s death
• Buddhist monk, Peichin Takahara,
taught him Tode (Chinese Hand /
Okinawan Chuan Fa)
• Chinese Dignitary, Kong Su Kung,
taught him White Crane and
introduced him to the hikite principle
• Created dojo system of training
• Circular movements, night fighting,
pirates in the dark.

Sokon “Bushi” Matsumura
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Learned Tode/Toudi from Sakugawa
Studied martial arts in Satsuma (Japan) and
Fujian (China)
Studied Chuan Fa under Master Iwah
Developed a scientific approach to karate which
recognised the importance of speed
Was the chief royal bodyguard for over 50 years
Taught many future karate masters (including
Yasutune ‘Anko’ Itosu) who were part of his
bodyguard staff and/or had other jobs in the
royal castle
Famous for Rohai kata but also credited with:
Passai/Bassai;Naihanchi (Tekki);
Seisan;Chinto;Gojushiho;

SOKON (Bushi) MATSUMURA
• The most feared martial artist in the Kingdom.
“Speed is the key to power”(torque plus speed =
power).
– Trained by Satunushi (Tode) Sakugawa
– Developed the hard linear style karate (of necessity?)
• Also studied in Japan :
– master swordsman
– Other samurai fighting skills ?

More on Sokon (Bushi) Matsumura

• The Okinawan King’s Chief Bodyguard
• Head of Shuri Castle Security
• Trained the king’s body guards ? (Clayton,
2004) – in secret; discovery by the Satsuma
overlords = death.
• “ Drilled techniques that worked & abandoned
those that didn’t”

Matsumura and the Bull
•
•
•
•

The Fight
The Eyes
The Stare
The Plan

Defeat the enemy before you even face him

Matsumura’s Wife

•
•
•
•
•

Tsuru Yonamine
Martial artist & wrestler
Uraken to the temple
Tied Matsumura to a tree
Also a Shuri bodyguard ? Royal quarters = women only.

Shuri Bodyguards
• Chuan Fa/Tode were selfdefence techniques –
mainly close quarter fighting
often in the dark against
one or two opponents
• Bodyguards needed to
protect the royal family
(unarmed) against large
numbers of possibly armed
attackers
• Two styles of fighting
emerge

The new style
Shuri-te
• Typical katas: Bassaidai and the Pinans
• Compare these with
earlier style katas: Saifa and Niseishi

Shuri-te

•



•

Palace bodyguards need a different style of fighting:
Speed and impact
Destroy rather than subdue opponents
Fight in the light where can see opponents
Under Matsumura Shuri-te developed in the Shuri Castle
Dojo
• Pechin officials who had to be able to act as bodyguards
learned this new style of combat

Shuri-te

•
•
•
•

Rooted in speed and impact
Destroy your opponent – preferably with one strike
Fights in the light where you can see your enemy
Leaves out: ground fighting; chokes; restraint holds; vital
point strikes; high kicks; night fighting

The Shuri Castle Dojo

All but one of the important Okinawan Martial Artist masters of the mid-19th
Century trained here including:
 Seisho Arakaki (master of monk fist and white crane)-first teacher of
the founder of Naha-te (source of Niseishi and unsu katas)
 Yasutsune Itosu – teacher of the founders of Shotokan and Shitoryu
karate styles
 Yasutsune Azato- teacher of the founder of Shotokan Karate style
 Chofu Kyan (father of Chotoku Kyan – black sheep of the karate family)
 Koyan Oyadomarai & Kosaku Matsumora (from Tomari – developed
the short lived Tomari-te towards the end of the 19th Century)

End of the Okinawan Monarchy
• In 1879 the Japanese ended
the Okinawan monarchy and
forced King Sho Tai into exile
• Some of the
officials/bodyguards did not
follow the king into exile but
took other jobs or set up
businesses in the island
• Several continued to train and
teach karate in secret for the
next twenty years

Yasutsune ‘Anko’ Itosu
• Born in 1830
• Studied directly under Matsumura as an
apprentice bodyguard and became the king’s
personal secretary
• Developed the technique of destroying
opponents with very strong single blows
rather than multiple vital point strikes
• Developed many of the kata we do today
including pinan katas; jiin; jion; rohai (our
version)
• After the end of the Shuri Castle dojo he
started a family printing business and taught
in secret
• His two main students were Gichin Funakoshi
and Kenwa Mabuni

More on ‘Anko’ Itosu
• Taught by Bushi Matsumura
• Created the Pinan katas
• Broke 15cm bamboo into 4 pieces
• V powerful fist and grip
• Destroyed a wall with his punch

…and more
• Felled his opponents instantly using a
single blow whilst they were initiating an
attack.
• Worked as the king’s scribe / secretary –
another bodyguard ?

…and more
• Taught karate in secret until 1902,
one year after King Sho died in
Exile, 22 years after forced
abdication.
• Oath of secrecy broken with the
king’s death.
• Itosu taught karate in Okinawan
(ryukyu) schools but kept the bunkai
secret.
• But for 20 years he had secretly
trained the next generation of
bodyguards.........

Mabuni Kenwa, Gichin Funakoshi
& Chojun Miyagi

• The 3 leading karateka of the next
generation – the generation of bodyguards
that never was. Studied together, trained
together.
• Their destiny was not to be fulfilled, so
what did they do ?

Two took their skills to Japan
• Funakoshi - Tokyo – Shotokan
• Mabuni – Osaka – Shito Ryu
• Miyagi stayed in Okinawa (but visited
Japan in 1931) – Goju Ryu
Mabuni and Miyagi – also taught by Kanryu
Higaonna (Naha-te)

Kanryo Higaonna/Higashionna
• Born in 1853
• As a teenager was taught ‘Tode’ by
Seisho ‘the cat’ Arakaki
• Ran away to China for 14 years where
he studied White Crane Chuan Fa
• Returned to Okinawa about 1881 and
became friends with Itosu
• Lived in Naha (running firewood
business) and developed Naha-te
• Like Itosu he taught in secret
• His two senior students were Chogun
Miyagi and Kenwa Mabuni (who was
also Itosu’s student)

Naha-te

•
•
•
•
•

Naha-te more closely linked to White Crane Chuan Fa than Shuri-te
Chuan fa originally done by monks
Naha-te teaches you how to subdue an opponent, fight in the dark
and is rooted in muscular strength and grappling
Conditioned body to withstand attack & pain by doing Sanchin Kata
and other conditioning
Katas also include: Sanseru; Sesan; Suparinpei; Saifa; Shisochin &
Kururnfa
;

Karate comes out of the shadows
•
•
•
•
•
•

At the end of the 19th Century
Matsumura and others (‘The Revivers’)
decide to go public
They set up clubs in Okinawan schools
and colleges
At this time karate is called Ryukyu
Kempo toudi-jitsu
In 1901 Karate is made part of the
curriculum of Dai-ichi Junior High School
and teacher's school.
1904 Itosu is taken on as a full-time
karate school teacher
The emphasis is on physical fitness and
some of the bunkai is obscured

Japan takes notice

• In 1912 the Japanese First Fleet called at Nakagusuku Bay
in Okinawa and petty officers took karate lessons at Daiichi
Prefectural Junior High School
• In 1921 the Crown Prince of Japan watches a karate
exhibition in Shuri Castle
• Later in 1921 Gichin Funakoshi and others are invited to
give a karate demonstration in Tokyo
• Funakoshi stays, opens a dojo and develops karate in
Japan

Gichin Funakoshi
• Okinawan schoolteacher born 1868
• Studied shuri-te under Itosu and
Azato
• Took Ryukyu Kempo toudi-jitsu to
Japan in 1921 as ‘China hand/Tang
fist’ and changed name to ‘Empty
hand’ to make it acceptable to the
Japanese
• In 1936 he opened a new dojo
called Shoto-kan which became the
name of his shuri-te based style
• Developed the first three Taigyoku
kata

Kenwa Mabuni
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A Policeman born in Shuri in 1889 to an old
Onioshiro warrior family
At 13 he started training with Itosu
At 20 he started training also with Higaonna
Also trained in White Crane with Woo Yin
Yue and Kobudo with Sensei Aragaki as
well as studying the use of the Sai and Bo
In 1918 he established a dojo at his home.
The sensei included Gichin Funakoshi,
Chojun Miyagi and himself
Combined his Shuri-te and Naha-te training
into a single style Shito-ryu
In 1929 moved to Osaka in Japan to teach
karate in the Universities and Police
Departments

Chojun Miyagi
• Born in 1888
• At 14 he stared training in
Naha-te under Kanryo
Higaonna
• In 1915 went to Fujian
Province in China to perfect
his skills in the martial arts.
• Taught in the Mabuni dojo
with Kenwa Mabuni and
Gichin Funakoshi
• Developed his Naha-te into
Goju-ryu

Karate becomes Japanese

•
•
•
•
•
•

Funakoshi had taken Karate to Japan in 1921
In 1922 Dr Jigoro Kano, founder of the art of Judo, invited Funakoshi
to perform a demonstration at the Kodokan Dojo in Tokyo
With Dr Kano’s backing Funakoshi decided to remain in Japan where
his teachings were always in great demand
The Judo Gi and belt system were adopted but karate resisted a full
Judo takeover
One of his early Japanese students was Hironori-Ohtsuka who
practiced Shintoyoshinryu (one of the Ju Jitsu styles)
Ohtsuka went on to establish his own style of karate: Wado-ryu

Ju Jitsu & Judo
•

•

•

Takeuchi Minamoto Hisamori
founded the Takeuchi School of
Jujitsu in 1532 bringing together the
different techniques of unarmed
fighting from the samurai martial arts
By the mid-1800's more than 700
different jujitsu systems existed
(including Yoshin Ryu which was
founded in the 1560s by Akiyama
Shirobe of Nagasaki adding
knowledge from the Chinese arts of
Byakuda Sante and Kappo)
In 1882, Dr. Jigoro Kano made a
comprehensive study of these
ancient self defence forms and
integrated the best of these forms
into the sport known as Judo.

Hironori Ohtsuka
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Born 1892 in Shimodate City, Ibaraji, Japan
At the age of 5 he started to learn Ju Jitsu
In 1921 he was awarded the rank of "MenkyoKaiden“ in Shintoyoshinryu (a development of
Yoshin Ryu)
In 1922 he saw a Funakoshi karate
demonstration and became his student and
then assistant instructor (1928)
Went to train with Kenwa Mabuni to further
develop his skill
Introduced Yakusoko Kumite (partner work)
By May 1934 Ohtsuka’s style of karate –
Wado-ryu was recognised as an independent
style

4 Main Japanese Styles
Shotokan (Gichin Funakoshi)
Shitoryu (Kenwa Mabuni)
Goju ryu (Chojun Miyagi)
Wado ryu (Hironori Ohtsuka)

Shitoryu

•
•
•
•
•

Up to 1927 Kenwa Mabuni was still based in Okinawa teaching
karate in his dojo
Jigoro Kano came to Osaka to watch a demonstration by Mabuni and
Miyagi and said “this ideal budo system should be introduced all over
Japan”
So in 1928 Mabuni moved his family to Osaka
Unlike Funakoshi he favoured kumite and experimented with
protective equipment for full contact
His style was registered as Shitoryu and the Mabuni Family crest was
used for the styles badge

Kenwa Mabuni
• Founded Shito Ryu
•
– Policeman
– Spent money on karate research
instead of food.
– Style named after his two main
teachers – Itosu and Higaonna.

Where the Shitoryu name
(糸東流 )came from
• Mabuni took the
names of first kanji
from each of his
two main teachers’
names
• ‘Shi’ from Itosu - 糸
• ‘To’ from Higaonna
-東

Kenwa Mabuni
• Taught by
–
–
–
–

Itosu (Shuri-te) (hard, linear, power)
Higaonna (Naha-te) (night fighting, soft, circular)
Aragaki (weapons)
Wu Xiangui & Tang Daiji (Qinna : Joint locking,
manipulation, grappling, throws, attacks to vulnerable
points)

• Developed Matsukaze, Juroku(no) & Shio
Kosukun katas as training tools
• Shito Ryu – complete system

From Shitoryu to Shukokai

• Mabuni’s senior student was Chorijo Tani
• In 1948, Master Tani opened the Shukokai
School of Karate in Kobe, where he taught Taniha Shito-Ryu which was later called Shukokai

Chojiro Tani
• Lived in Kobe, Japan.
• Taught by Mabuni Kenwa
(Shito Ryu), originally
taught by Chojun Miyagi.
• Graduate in bio mechanics
• Bio mechanics +
Shito Ryu karate
= Shukokai karate

Shukokai – Way for All

修交会
•
•
•
•
•

Bio mechanics - maximise the effect
Stretched
Fast
Speed = Power
Sensei Chris’s session

Chojiro Tani
• Tani Sensei was an innovator
and developed traditional
Shitoryu Karate to impart more
force, speed and power.
• Tani was the first person to
coin the term "double hip" in
reference to the torqueing
movement used to create
greater ballistic force.

Master Tani demonstrates the long and exquisite
Kata "Suparimpai"

In a stark red wig which all but covers his face and his gi embroidered
in resplendent gold, he looks like a reincarnated Kami (a Japanese
God). Is the master fighting an imaginary opponent or invoking
some timeless elemental spirit? The Portland Leisure Center
Audience on 16th November 1986 witnessed moving Zen. The
performer is one with the Kata, representing the pinnacle of
achievement in martial arts.

Quote from Sensei Tani

“Karate is not just punching, kicking, and
blocking - that is technique. Karate is an
art. Everyone should have a high goal and
ideal. Strive for achievement; not low level
but high level”

How did karate get
to Europe & USA
• At the end of World War II the British and
American forces initially banned the practice of
Martial Arts in Japan
• When the ban was lifted many of the servicemen
were fascinated by karate and started studying
the art
• In a small way the art was then taken back to the
USA & Europe
• Journalists also took an interest resulting in
newspaper and magazine articles about karate

Henry Plée
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Born 1923 in Arras in Northern France
The man most credited with bringing karate to Europe
Discovered karate by reading an article in “Life” magazine
He invited Japanese experts to France & made trips to Japan to study karate
He opened a dojo in Paris in La Montange Sainte Genevieve Street
Developed the last three Taigyoku kata
As well being 8th Dan in karate Plée practised Savate (native French ‘kickboxing’); Judo (5th Dan); Aikido (4th Dan) & Kendo (1st Dan)
Formed the European Karate Federation and was responsible for the formation of
the WKF
In January 2009 the IOC President, Mr. Jacques Rogge congratulated Mr. Henry
Plee for being decorated as Knight of the French Order of Merit, a distinction
presented to him by his pupil and WKF Honorary President, Mr. Delcourt.
Henry Plee’s student Vernon Bell brought karate to the U.K.

How did Shukokai get here?

• Brought by Chojiro Tani’s senior student
Shigeru Kimura

Shigeru Kimura
•
•
•
•
•

Taught by Sensei Tani.
Power – speed – control.
Brought Shukokai to Europe
(England), South Africa & USA
Introduced pad work training to
maximise strike power
Taught many English Karateka
including Peter Consterdine (Steve
Yates’ Sensei) and Tommy Kwan
(Chris Yates’ Sensei)

Kimura’s Power
• Techniques were
faster, saving time by
having the body
already rotated in the
ready stance.
• Energy is dumped
into the target not just
at it.
• Kimura had a punch
that felt like being hit
with a canonball.

Sensei Chris Yates
Chief Instructor (Kancho) of SRKA
•
•

•

•
•

•

Started training in Shukokai
karate in 1978
Originally trained under Tommy
Kwan an original student of
Kimura
Chris a 6th dan was awarded
his 1st Dan by Kimura and his
5th Dan by Yamanaka Sensei
Bsc (Hons) Physiology and
Biomechanics
Occasionally can be seen in
action – see the web site (katas
and kicking combos)
But never hold the pad for
him...............

Who were they ?
Satunushi (Tode) Sakugawa
Sokon (Bushi) Matsumura
Kanryo Higaonna, Anko Itosu, Anko Asato,
Mabuni Kenwa,
•

Tani

•

Kimura

Gichin Funakoshi,

And now you!
• Your instructors Kancho Chris / Soke
Steve / other SRKA Instructors taught by
them have taught you the skills,
techniques and knowledge passed down
from Kimura and Tani and those who
came before
• The responsibility is now with you to use
that wisely develop it and pass it on to
others

History of our syllabus kata
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pinan katas – developed by Itosu from a lost Chinese form called channan (Matsumura
thought to have also been involved with Nidan and Shodan)
Matsukaze – developed by Kenwa Mabuni possibly from a kata which may have
originated in the royal family
Juroku – created/developed by Mabuni
Jiin - developed by Itosu
Rohai – originally developed by Matsumura and then further developed by Itosu
Ananku – Chotoku Kyan developed this kata from forms originally brought back from
Taiwan
Niseichi - Seosho Arakaki is the source of this kata (possibly from White Crane)
Bassai Dai - originally developed by Matsumura and then further developed by Itosu
Sai-fa - Kanryo Higaonna is the source of this kata (possibly from White Crane)
Shio Kosukun – developed by Itosu/Kenwa Mabuni from the very old kata Kushanku
thought to have been developed by Sakugawa from a techniques learned from a
Chinese military attaché called Kusanku
Kururunfa – Kanryo Higaonna is the source for this kata who may have learned it from
Ryu Ro Ko whilst he was in Fuzchou in the Fukien Province of China
Seienchin – Kanryo Higaonna is the source for this kata which is thought originated in
Monk Fist
Seipai - Kanryo Higaonna is the source for this kata

